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destination. It’s the first place many immigrants, including me, go when arriving in London. With its original atmosphere of frozen pizza and family interactions, Il Buon Giorno became the dream place for my family, and perhaps it has been for many others. It’s a perfect example of how markets have always defined
our relationships to food. The market has always been the first place we go to buy fresh and fresh tasting food, making it the center of our food experiences. One unique aspect of Il Buon Giorno in South Kensington is that it’s the only kosher pizza shop in the city. As it shares space with a Jewish grocery store, it’s
easy to pick up the right ingredients. Once my family settles in, the question becomes what to eat? If we want fresh, the answer is this place. Years later, it’s still the place to go. One a week is one too many, though. I tend to splurge for the better stuff. There are just a few rules for the long-standing pizza. The key

to a good pizza is in the pepperoni. There’s some sort of magic that only old school pizza makers can get. And it’s not a chemical reaction, though you would have that notion. Old style pie has a slightly salty, crusty cheese on top of a lightly bubbly, olive oil bread base. The cut of the pepperoni is a finger-sized
piece. After c6a93da74d
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